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About Arran Eco Savvy Community SCO45785
Principal address:
Arran Eco Savvy,
Shore Road,
Whiting Bay,
Isle of Arran
KA27 8PR
Arran.ecosavvy@gmail.com
01770 700417

Charitable Purpose:
The organisation’s main purpose is to further sustainable development on the Isle of Arran
through:
● The advancement of environmental improvement by identifying and accomplishing
environmental projects, which benefit the local community, increase environmental
sustainability and support sustainable living, whilst working towards zero waste for
Arran
● The advancement of education by providing learning opportunities for vocational
skills and training which are of benefit to all ages and abilities, increase employment
opportunity and allow individual enhanced contribution towards improving lifestyles,
the local environment and environmental sustainability.

Charitable Activities:
Arran Eco Savvy Community organises community projects and workshops with the aim of
achieving greater environmental awareness on Arran and promotion of sustainable living.
Through this the Charity provides learning opportunities for skills in sustainable living which
are of benefit to all ages and abilities.

Carbon emission reduction as a step towards tackling climate change is an important thread
through all themes which include Waste, Energy, Transport, Food, Water, and Climate
Literacy.

Structure
Arran Eco Savvy was registered as a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO)
on 7th July 2015 following an initial period as an unincorporated association. The assets of
the unincorporated association were transferred to the SCIO following registration on 7th
July 2015. The constitution was amended at the AGM in November 2019 following
consultation with members and the changes were confirmed by OSCR. The new
constitution is on our website here: New constitution adopted at AGM 2019
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Governance and Management
Arran Eco Savvy is governed by a Board of Trustees who bear the responsibility for overseeing the
operation of the charity, reporting regularly to members, associate members and the wider Arran
community and consulting with a sizeable pool of volunteers.

Trustee recruitment and appointment
A minimum of three and a maximum of ten trustees are elected or appointed at the annual general
meeting held each year, drawn from the local community. Trustees can also be co-opted during
the year and are currently recruited on an individual basis; no trustees are appointed by external
organisations. Trustees are treated in the same way as other volunteers. They are not paid for
their work but do receive some out of pocket expenses e.g. for travel to Trustee meetings. This
year Elsa Rodeck and Donald McNicol were recruited as trustees. The process was largely informal
through contributing to Eco Savvy events and meetings with trustees. Their enthusiasm and
experience are a great asset to Eco Savvy.

Chair, Treasurer and Minutes Secretary

The roles of Chair, Minutes Secretary and Treasurer were filled with effect from 3 February 2020 by
Eco Savvy Board Members in accordance with the new constitution.

Charity trustees

The Trustees who served during the year from November 2019 to November 2020 were:
1. Esther Brown
2. Hilary Maguire FCA -Treasurer
3. Helen Ross - Interim Chair from 21 June 2019, Chairperson from 3 February 2020
4. Elsa Rodeck – from 17th November 2019 Minutes Secretary from 3 February 2020
5. Donald McNicol - Co-opted from 17th February 2020

Follow this link to Meet the Board & Team – Arran Eco Savvy Community

Working group members

Eco Savvy would like to thank our co-opted working group members Chris Grainger and Michael
Stewart and Gavin Steven for their contributions to the AES Energy sub group.

The Board
Trustee meetings are held monthly to enable regular updates and planned input from trustees on
projects, according to trustee expertise and experience. This enables the Board to make informed
decisions regarding all areas of the organisation’s work, including Governance, Insurance, charity
policy, membership and employment contracts.
We are keen to be clear about our responsibilities and to provide good governance. Examples of
training and updates carried out by Trustees since the last AGM include:
•

Good Governance: The new chair, Helen Ross attended “The Gathering” event in Glasgow
organised by the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations. It was a great source of
information for trustees across Scotland. She took account of the Good Governance check-up
to inform her new role and was pleased to see that, with the experience of the current Board
members, we already follow good practice.
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•

The Website: revamped and updated during the period December 2019 to February 2020
thanks to Esther Brown on behalf of the Board. The updates included the new style logo and
new constitution along with the usual AGM minutes and reports, with links to guide viewers.

Finance:
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the Trustees' Report and the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom
Generally Accepted Accounting Practice). The Arran Eco Savvy Community Annual Report and
unaudited financial statements for the year ended 5th April 2020 has been circulated to members
and will shortly be available on the Arran EcoSavvy Community website.

Finance developments during the year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The FreeAgent cloud accounting system was set up during the year to 5 April 19 and once fully
operational assisted in streamlining accounting procedures and enabled timely monitoring of
expenditure incurred, both in the funded projects and in the shop during the year to 5 April 20.
All trustees and members of staff are set up as users on FreeAgent and can input expenses by
photographing receipts on their phones and uploading them. Bank feeds keep the bank
accounts updated daily.
Support and training from Hilary (especially in Free Agent) helped Val, Shop Manager, greatly
with shop accounting and the IFP budget.
Hilary and Jude worked together on monitoring grant expenditure, on making sure claims were
completed regularly and that the claims included all relevant expenditure, and were able to
monitor year to date totals and reprofile any categories that hadn’t been fully utilised.
Sheridan Waldon has continued to process the shop sales records, now onto FreeAgent
Training for the staff team in routine financial tasks was agreed in order to dovetail financial
activities with the work of the treasurer. Trustee input on CCF finance is invaluable.
Hilary retired from paid work during the year and joined the ICAEW Charity Finance
Professionals Community. They do in fact have some invaluable webinars on subjects relating to
charity financial sustainability through which lens all of the Eco Savvy activity can be viewed and
monitored.
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Why is it important to address climate change?
There are many reasons why it is important to address climate change, but three recent
experiences bring these into focus.
1 As part of our climate literacy programme, it was very interesting to learn that scientists project
that Arran is likely to experience sea level rise that will affect all of our lives directly. The sea level
is already about a foot higher than in 1880 and is expected to rise by up to a meter by the end of
the century (if melting of polar ice sheets accelerates, this figure could be much higher). Whilst we
on Arran enjoy the many benefits of living by the sea this news obviously puts us in a serious
position. Below you can see an example of the flooding projected for Brodick by 2050 if we do
nothing:

Source: Climate Central: An independent organization of leading scientists and journalists researching and
reporting the facts about our changing climate and its impact on the public.

If you are interested to look at different areas the whole planet is mapped and is fully interactive so
you can see sea level projections for different countries, timeframes and climate change scenarios:

Click here to go to sea level interactive map
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2. Sea level rise and flooding can cause real difficulties. You may remember that the campsite at
Lochranza flooded on 9 August 2019. Due to the site managers following their flood plan, all
visitors were safely off site however, Kathy Wells reported; -

“As I watched by the campsite gate, I saw a wide wave of water rear over the camping pods
and pour into the campsite in a waterfall. A minute later, the pods, which had been
anchored with chains, began to wash forwards like small boats. It all seemed surreal.”

“The height of the water was much greater than anything we’d experienced at Lochranza
before. The water marks at the side of the burn in Gleann Easan Biorach were twenty feet
higher than the normal level in places.”
3. The photographs below also illustrate a very personal reminder in Derbyshire whilst on holiday: -

Helen Ross walking along the pavement next to the swollen Derbyshire river. The flood
water rose nearly to the first floor of the bed & breakfast November 2019
Flooding and sea level rise can affect anyone but are particularly harmful to people who do not
have resources to deal with the aftermath. However, we can all do our bit to reduce our own
carbon dioxide emissions and reduce the risks.
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So what is Arran Eco Savvy Community doing to mitigate climate change, reduce carbon emissions and reduce waste?
Delivery against our themes of Waste, Energy, Transport, Food, Water, and Climate Literacy has
been enabled through three main streams during the year November 2019 to November 2020 as
follows:
1. The Arran Eco Savvy Community Shop - Established in 2013: Community volunteers,
supported by a part time shop manager, run the shop where donated goods and eco-products
are sold to raise funds, reduce waste and promote sustainable living and greater
environmental impact awareness on the Isle of Arran. The Volunteer Support project through
Impact Funding Partners, enables the AES shop manager to recruit, train, support and create
opportunities for a wonderful network of volunteers.
2. Scottish Government Climate Challenge Fund projects since April 2017: The
Sustainable Island Life Project which began in April 2019, builds on previous year’s
successes to work with the local community to tackle energy saving, sustainable food and
travel and climate literacy education. From April 2020 a water efficiency strand, supplemented
the energy saving achievements.
3. Developments: This has been a significant year for Arran Eco Savvy to take stock and
build on success, including the exploration of new potential environmental projects.
Development work was undertaken to decipher what might be possible. Some insight into
this work and how the Arran community has been consulted can be seen here. Progress
has been made in many development areas.

Challenges: Coronavirus Covid 19

There are often unexpected challenges and the extremely contagious Coronavirus COVID-19
pandemic with accompanying lockdown and safety measures, has affected all of us including on
Arran Eco Savvy Community. While the World Health Organisation reported that most people
experience a mild illness, COVID-19 does cause more severe symptoms in people with weakened
immune systems, older people and those with long term conditions like diabetes, cancer and
chronic lung disease. Typical symptoms include fever and a cough that may progress to severe
pneumonia causing shortness of breath and breathing difficulties. There is currently no known cure
for those with severe symptoms, although at the time of writing, we are excited to learn that
vaccines are on the horizon!

Our response?

Eco Savvy took immediate action in line with Government guidance1 to safeguard the health and
wellbeing of our members, volunteers, staff and the people we work with, through a number of key
mitigating and safety measures during the period from March to November including:
• Closing the shop as a precautionary measure for the health of volunteers and customers from
14th March - 6th September and from 9th November - date
• asking staff to work from home with effect from 16th March to date
• giving notice on the Sustainable Island Life Project’s beautiful unused office space at Home
Farm, after it became clear that this would be an ongoing situation, to release funds for other
priorities. The Project now has a part-time base back at the Ormidale Pavilion.
• cancelling events e.g. Eco Savvy’s Spring Fest – postponed indefinitely

1

Source: Coronavirus (COVID-19) in Scotland & Scottish Government guidance.
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•
•
•

Eco Savvy had been discussing ways we could participate in international COP26 event due to
take place in November 2020 before it was postponed.
CCF - Changed approach from workshops and film socials to zoom meetings and a weekly
online film club followed by discussion (see Sustainable Island Life project section below for
more details).
Other measures are detailed throughout as part of this report

Achievements and Performance
Waste
The Arran Eco Savvy Community Shop - Established in 2013
The Arran Eco Savvy Community Shop provides a welcoming space to reduce waste and the
consumption of new products through recycling clothes and goods that are no longer needed which
would otherwise go to landfill. 1.1 tonnes saved from landfill this year in Jan & Feb alone! The
shop also helps the community to live a plastic free life by stocking eco products and is a social
point to exchange local news and information. Community volunteers, supported by a part time
manager, run the shop where donated goods are sold to raise funds, reduce waste and promote
sustainable living and greater environmental impact awareness on the Isle of Arran.
Coronavirus Covid 19 restrictions at the end of the financial year led to the temporary shop closures
between 14th March and 16th September, and from 9th November to date to safeguard the health
and safety of volunteers, staff and the customers.

Val Waite, our amazing shop manager, smartly used this opportunity to utilise essential Risk
Assessments to inform planned overhaul of the shop with renovations and upgrades, in order to
bring the shop up to current health and safety standards and to make it easier for volunteers to
clean and store items for sale. The improvements included:
• New ramps to enable easier access for wheelchair users,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

renovation of storm doors,
electrical upgrade work - installation of emergency lighting,
internal decorating,
new shelving and storage boxes,
a kitchenet area with full sized sink and donated kitchen units
replacement of hot water heater for handwashing;- of particular importance with the new
Coronavirus Covid 19 good practice guidance.

Before & after and emergency lighting:

Trip hazards were alleviated, donations can be organised and cleaned for display, allowing better
flow of items and we have a clean and hygienic area for volunteers to make a cup of tea. Eco
Savvy is also replacing the shop heating with more efficient heating panels utilising information
from our Energy Advisor.
The shop re-opened for 3 days only per week on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays to enable
volunteers to deal with donations safely after the recommended 72hrs quarantine and to
accommodate customers who work through the week.
Donations
We have use of the Weigh Bridge on a temporary basis, for people to drop off their donations off by
APPOINTMENT. This allows time to sort donations and prepare them for sale during the times that
the shop is closed; it can be time consuming but worthwhile to photograph and post some items
online e.g. through Arran For Sale & Wants, Free on Arran, eBay, Abe Books, and more valuable items
through McTears the auctioneers. This process often facilitates rehoming items quickly and can
enable people who may not be able to get to the shop to have chance to buy donated goods.
The shop also links with other organisations on the island to help out, e.g. gardening books for
Arran Community Land Initiative, a selection of books to Eas Mor Waterfall's forest library, material
to the 'We Can Sew It' face mask making group, cutlery to the High School's Technical Department.
We also continue our reciprocal arrangement with ArCaS - receiving electricals for PAT testing and
donating surplus clothing.
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Support for Volunteers

None of this could be carried out without volunteers because volunteers are the backbone of the
organisation. Shop volunteers, project volunteers and Trustees all put time, energy and enthusiasm
into the work of Arran Eco Savvy for no financial reward.
We aim to offer opportunities for volunteering to all regardless of background, circumstances and
financial advantage and therefore seek to reduce barriers by providing out of pocket agreed expenses,
training and support.
The Volunteer Support project through Impact Funding Partners, enables the part time AES shop
manager to recruit, train, support and create opportunities for a wonderful network of volunteers. As
a result, we have over 100 Shop, Food Share, Trustees and Upcyclers / Community Arts volunteers.
Volunteers come from all walks of life including people on low income, those needing a little support
with mental health and wellbeing, people with physical disabilities and long term medical conditions
and carers. All have their part to play and make a great contribution.
Shop Volunteer meetings, training and workshops have been held on Zoom since lockdown, (those
not online have been given one to one socially distanced training). Examples included:
●
●

●
●

Social Media course with Ross @Third Sector - invaluable! Following this we worked together to
evaluate our online presence and developed new social media strategies for our various platforms.
Carbon Literacy Training Day on 16th January was attended by 9 volunteers, and 4 members
of staff. Many thanks to Ruth for running such a fantastic day of learning, debate, conversation
and activities, giving us a much deeper understanding of the issues surrounding climate change
on a global scale, but also specifically to the Isle of Arran. It was astounding to see the possible
effects we could see on our island in just 20yrs, best, and worst, case scenarios. It highlighted
small personal changes we can make, and also the substantial changes needed.
Skills sharing workshops held online including Make Your Own Hand Sanitiser, Kitchen
Cosmetics, and Sewing Skills.
Events attended to promote & celebrate volunteering with Eco Savvy: Val delivered
presentations at IFP Cluster meetings and led an E-Bike webinar with Andrew Binnie with an
amazing charity in Nairn, called Green Hive to share knowledge and learning with other
organisations. Other examples included:
● Sustainable Arran: Ideas Generator
● E-Bike Travel Event
● 'What's Next for Eco Savvy
● Food Share social evening
● Christmas Party at the office

Volunteer Achievements:
● Gregor McKelvie won the Climate Challenge Fund (CCFClimate Hero Award. He ran 35 individual
Food Shares himself, where 1 tonnes of food was saved from landfill
● BBC Bitesize film crew visited in Mar 2020. The filming contributed to their series production on
the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals., interviewing Eco Savvy to cover Goal 13: Climate
Action. Young volunteers Finn MacArthur and Daisy Urquhart-Dixon did a wonderful job of
talking about this subject, against the backdrop of the Eco Savvy Community Shop.
● Rebecca Lacey took on the responsibility of organising the shop rotas each week.
● Storytelling event in December 2019, 'The Storm Bride', written and performed by Martin Ross,
with musical accompaniment provided by 'Druma Daiko'. This contemporary fairy tale had a
strong environmental message. Vivid piece of theatre attended by 40 locals and visitors to the
island and raised £139 for Eco Savvy.
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Training for Shop Manager & Volunteer Co-ordinator
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Customer Service
Building Positive Staff & Volunteers Relations with Volunteer Scotland
Conflict Management
Mental Health Awareness
Child Protection
Emergency First Aid qualification gained from St Andrew's Ambulance
Contributed to Scottish Government's 'Volunteering for All' national framework

A BIG THANKYOU
It has been a huge challenge this year to keep the shop on track. We couldn’t have got through
without Val Waite, Shop Manager, and her team of Volunteers who went above and beyond.
Thanks to Martin Waite and all shop volunteers for their voluntary back shop work and to Slav,
Grace Murdoch, Nicol Auld, Aidan Nelson, Dariusz and Mariusz Gwizgowski for their professional
services, we are now able to offer a more practical area for our needs and safer and more
comfortable environment for our wonderful shop volunteers to work in.
Rebecca Lacey was a star with taking on the shop volunteers rota. Thanks also to Elizabeth Arnott
for the enormous amount of work she put into organising and running the very successful
Christmas Pop Up Shop in Dec 2019 and to Ena Burke, Fiona Doubleday and Karyn Wilson Costa for
assisting with the set up.
Thanks to Sheridan Waldon for improving the shop finances with Hilary and Val.
Volunteers can do so much but all charities need the tools to do the job. In this respect
Thanks to:
•
•
•

Whiting Bay Village Hall and the Whiting Bay Improvements Committee for allowing us to store
donations in their sites during this challenging period so that our shop is safe for volunteers and
customers.
Councillor Ellen McMaster from North Ayrshire Council for helping us to identify funding to help
with the additional costs and loss of income that arose through the Coronavirus Covid 19
pandemic
Impact Funding Partners (IFP) for helping with the costs of supporting volunteers and a
contribution towards the shop improvement work.
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Scottish Government Climate Challenge Fund projects
A key area of progress for Arran Eco Savvy has been through the Sustainable Island Life (SIL)
project, a two-year project funded by the Scottish Government’s Climate Challenge Fund.
Arran Eco Savvy was awarded the funding In April 2019 to continue the grant focus on energy
efficiency, but targeting two other low carbon strands: travel and food.
The project empowers residents to adopt lower carbon behaviours to reduce CO2e through
activities and education in energy and water efficiency, food, travel and climate literacy. Delivery is
by a team of six: a full time Project Manager, a part-time Energy and Water Advisor, a part-time
Project Coordinator and Climate Literacy Trainer, two part time Savvy Travel Coordinators and a
part time Sustainable Food Coordinator.
The team responded admirably to changing the way that they worked during the Coronavirus Covid
19 pandemic: Transitioning to work from home at the same time as the transition into a new
financial year whilst continuing to deliver project outcomes, was a significant achievement. Thanks
to all involved.

At the time of the AGM, the SIL project is approximately 75% complete and has achieved
some notable milestones.
Collectively, the project has saved 555tCO2e, a lifetime saving of 2,277tCO2e.
An overview of activity that has been achieved through SIL team working with Arran
residents is detailed in this section.
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Summary of key messages about the transitioned SIL
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Weekly online film club
Due to Covid 19 physical events needed to be converted to online ones and with that weekly Savvy
Film Club was born. From March to October the team delivered online film club to enable the
community to take part in learning about an array of environmental issues. From October the film
club went to fortnightly events as lockdown restrictions were eased. The film screenings are
followed by facilitated discussion and often inspired individual and collective action and further
influenced Eco Savvy projects.
See the montage below for an idea of the range and impacts of the films.
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Energy
Original Aim: The SIL Energy strand has been funded from 2019 to save 211.6tCO2e through the
continuation of home energy audits. We aim to engage 150 households on Arran, to improve
energy efficiency after assessing consumption. The continuation of energy advice surgeries and
workshops with additional renewables focussed events will target an additional 100 households on
Arran and save them 15.4tCO2e over 1yr.

Summary of Activities
Through implementation of energy efficiency measures at audits, solar PV and air source heat pump
installs, year 1’s CO2e saving through energy to end of March 2020 was 241 tonnes (106% of
energy outcomes 1 & 2 tCO2e target achieved). More savings have been achieved since then and
the headline achievements for the energy and water theme so far are included below:
April 2019 – November 2020 - progress
Energy | Water Activity
Tonnes CO2e saved through energy efficiency
measures taken by Arran residents.
How many people receiving water advice and
devices?
Water saving from the packs in use (Scottish
Water estimation tool) (litres)
Annual energy bill savings from using water pack
(Scottish Water estimation) (£)
How many in person energy audits/EPCs were
completed? (new target)
NEW: how many virtual energy audits delivered
How many energy/water themed events held?
(include water workshops & film club)
How many people reached through events?
(includes energy/water film club stats)
How many people requesting an online energy
action plan?
How many residents who recently moved into a
property reached?
How many energy monitors loaned out?
How many people switched to a green energy
supplier?
How many residents installing solar
How many residents installing ASHP
How many people supported with new Gov't
Cashback Scheme (Nov 2020)

Totals
179
215
7740000
21500
139
5
14
419
20
10
8
25
9
31
2

Up to March 2020, Arran Eco Savvy employed a full time energy auditor to continue the support of
households in improving their energy efficiency through advice during home visits, tailored online
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advice, and delivery of Energy Performance Certificates for households on a quest to get
renewables. Plans for Year 2 didn’t include continuing the energy dimension, but with the arrival of
Covid 19 and the success of our energy auditors expertise whose travelling plans had changed, we
decided to maintain our support for saving energy on Arran and, in the interests of partnership
working, received additional resources to support Selkirk Regeneration Company in the set up their
energy efficiency project. We also embarked on a new campaign alongside Scottish Water and
Home Energy Scotland: Saving Water on Arran to support residents to reduce water, and in turn
energy consumption, through a range of water saving devices such as tap aerators and efficient
shower heads. Since April, the energy/water themed film clubs have been successful. Particularly
the ‘Water Crisis: Explained’ screening which was also the soft launch of the water campaign. The
roundup of this can be read here.

Food
Aim from April 2019: We will reduce Arran residents’ reliance on carbon intensive transported
food through food growing tuition, education & discussion on food choices, saving 181tCO2e of
carbon.
The food strand of the Sustainable Island Life project delivers two core project activities:
● The Eco Savvy Food Share: a surplus food redistribution initiative in conjunction with the
island’s main supermarket. This is a successful food waste prevention scheme and took place 5
nights a week in villages across the island. To find out more about the food share click here, or
join the Facebook Savvy Food Forum for regular updates. In April Covid 19 restrictions forced a
rethink and the Arran Coop stepped up to support the community by taking Food Share on-site
to enable it to continue safely.
●

The Savvy Food programme
The Savvy Food Programme looks to promote planet friendly eating, offer guidance on local
food solutions and inspire people to lower their carbon food-print, all whilst saving money.
Residents sign up to be a part of the programme and through the course of the programme are
sent information and take part in upskilling workshops as well as a waste weigh challenge. 202
residents have participated in the Savvy Food Programme to improve their food behaviours for
the better. Examples included below are the Arran recipe book and the Pioneer project online
discussion.
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Summary of what has been achieved through Food strand since April 2019.
Sustainable Food Activities
Tonnes CO2e saved through sustainable food attitude and behaviour change
SFP: Active participation
SFP: Discussion and Demonstration
How many participants taking part in the Savvy Food Program and Savvy Food
Upskilling Workshops
Number of people attending events including Savvy Film Club food themed
events
NEW: How many educational food workshops held (virtual)
How many educational food workshops held (physical)
How many members in the Savvy Food Forum (facebook)
NEW: Number of people engaging with FB live cooking tuturials :D
How many food shares held
How many participants in the waste weigh challenge?
How many kgs of food waste diverted from landfill
How many food share volunteers trained and actively involved?
Value of food waste saved from landfill (£)
Number of people attended food share
Tonnes CO2e saved from the food share so far

TOTAL
Achieved
143
202
2405
2542
483
18
8
372
2300
336
125
17245.67
55
115672.81
1920
59.6

Travel
April 2019 – Aims: The Project will reduce 173.9tCO2e, enabled by activities promoting and
implementing a reduction of car travel journeys, and the carbon intensity of car travel among Arran
residents.
E-Bike scheme
Arran is a stunning island with rolling hills between 90% of our 9 villages, which provide amazing
opportunities for adventures for outdoor thrill seekers and the considerable number of visitors who
cycle around the island. However cycling is not the preferred option for every day commutes for a
number of reasons. Through a survey AES found that the biggest barriers to cycling on Arran to
replace car journeys were physical health, safety (or perception of safety), too many hills, items to
carry, and the weather - in that order.
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E-Bikes and their ground-breaking technology essentially flatten the connecting routes between
homes and places of work on the island, enabling those with less confidence and fitness to embrace
this alternative active way of travelling. Residents receive the opportunity to trial an E-Bike through
the Arran Eco E-Bike Challenge for free over a 6-8 week period for daily commutes and journeys.
The scheme is extremely popular from participating larger organisations such as the NHS and Arran
Distillery to smaller grassroots businesses such as Robin’s Herbs and Arran Green Map .
Since April 2019 employees in 25 local organisations explored the option of low carbon travel at
zero cost. The success of these trials can be seen in the permanent switch to E-Bikes as the main
mode of transport for 24% of the participants. From April the E-Bikes were allocated for use by
NHS and other frontline staff and volunteers to support the community response to Covid 19.
Lift share scheme
Limited public transport options on the island, mean high individual car use. 2019 saw Eco Savvy
launch a widespread volunteer lift share scheme which aims to make use of hundreds of daily
empty car seats, increasing social benefits by tackling social isolation, arguably exacerbated by
limited connectivity, especially in more rural parts of the island. Physical lift share boards in several
locations on the island and the Arran Lift Share Community webpage: click here aim to cultivate a
strong lift sharing ethos on the island. Lift Share Champions help with the initial coordination.
Good progress was being made with 304 lift-share members. However, with the outbreak of
Coronavirus Covid 19, it became impossible for the lift-share scheme to continue safely. Instead we
invited people to use the page for other community uses such as offering to pick up messages for
neighbours, discussions about how we can improve our transport systems post covid and
communications about the bus network. Eco Savvy used it to post any relevant on-island transport
information including our Arran Travel Map developments and any E-Bike news.
Savvy Travel Map
Progress has been made by travel coordinator Emma in developing Arran’s first green travel map:
The Savvy Travel Map. The development work was mostly achieved before Emma took maternity in
June 2020. Emma started “Keeping In Touch” days in October 2020, and physical versions of the
map should be launched very shortly. Keep up to date with progress here.
Bike Maintenance Stations
The project is developing opportunities for maintenance and tool sharing, progress with this marked
by the implementation of Grease Monkey bike repair stations in two locations. With one at both
ends of the island: outside the Velo Cafe in Lagg and the the Sandwich Station in Lochranza, we
hope cyclists will be able to complete bike repairs if they come into difficulty out with the larger
villages on the island. These stations also support residents who have bought or are planning on
purchasing a bike, to avoid the purchase of a new tool kit or specialist tools to maintain their bikes.
The following tools are available at the repair stations:
• Pump
• Screwdrivers - Cross Head & Flathead
• 3 way Socket
• 150mm Adjustable Spanner
• Chain Tool
• Torx Key
• Needle Nose Pliers
• 2 x Metal Tyre Levers
Thanks to North Ayrshire Council for providing these bike repair stations for our island!
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Collaboration
Eco Savvy has been collaborating with a collective of local organisations on the main themes of the
travel project and through encouraging and actively supporting the improvement of active travel
infrastructure and bus service as detailed in the table and diagram below:

An example of collaboration success is the feasibility study for the development of an active travel
route from Brodick to Lamlash. Click here for more information. Collaboration has minimised
duplication of activities, revived years of historic work, created a multifaceted approach with higher
impact and tackles the bigger issues more effectively together.

Headline achievements for the travel theme so far:

Savvy Travel Project Activities
Tonnes of carbon saved through sustainable travel behaviours.
No. of people receiving Savvy travel information
No. of participants reducing car journeys by switching to walking or cycling
No of participants in the E-Bike scheme
No of local businesses involved in the E-Bike scheme
No of travel focussed physical events
No of travel focussed virtual events
No of members in the Savvy Travel Forum (facebook)
No of miles of car travel replaced by E-Bike miles?
No. of people undergoing cycle with confidence training at E-Bike induction
No. of people purchased E-Bikes as a result of the scheme
No of lifts shared through Arran Lift Share Community
No of people contributing the Savvy Travel Map Development
No of people actively using Draft 1 of the Savvy Travel Map
No. of businesses taking part in E-Bike charge campaign
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TOTAL Achieved
181
447
143
144
25
3
8
302
13179
0
22
0
18
0
2

Climate Literacy & Education
We continued to improve climate literacy on Arran through our carbon literacy scheme conducted at
our charity shop, workshops and regular events. 2019/20 saw Eco Savvy become a carbon literate
organisation, through training offered as a part of the Sustainable Island life Project. 11 employees
and volunteers passed the course with flying colours and the course will be made available to
others as and when conditions allow.
To find out more about the project click here.
Total
Achieved

Climate Literacy Activities
How many people receiving Climate Literacy accreditation through training?

12

How many climate conversations/online film clubs held?

30

How many people participating in film club?

1151

How many film club survey responses?

447

Thanks to the brilliant team of six and to Pascal Crozier, a volunteer who supported the project, for
their excellent work and enthusiasm, and to the Scottish Government’s Climate Challenge Fund for
making it possible to continue to deliver this project through Arran Eco Savvy in very challenging
circumstances.

Collaboration with other organisations:
Arran Recovery Group (ARG): Arran Eco Savvy was invited to be part of the Arran Recovery
Group and has been key in shaping the recovery strategy and development so far. Work has seen
a series of surveys and data collated which can be seen here.
The Board of Trustees helped develop the environmental dimension of the Arran Recovery and
Beyond Plan which can be seen here. By influencing the Arran Recovery Plan and Businesses on
Arran in general Eco Savvy can mainstream environmental improvements on a bigger scale and
help to future proof businesses over the next years.
Eco Savvy’s partner organisations – Think about Plastic Arran (TAP)
TAP’s over-arching objective is ‘to prevent plastic entering the sea around Arran’.
This is divided into encouraging individuals, businesses and organisations on Arran to ‘Think About
Plastic- Arran’ and act appropriately at three main contact points with plastic
1, At the point of acquisition – choose alternatives to plastic
2. During use – reuse items
3. In disposal – recycle as much as possible
The TAP steering group comprises representatives from the Community of Arran Seabed Trust, EcoSavvy, North Ayrshire Council elected members for Arran (2), The Co-operative Society, and the
local business community and meets monthly.
Eco Savvy’s TAP steering group member is Hilary Maguire who attends the monthly meetings and
who was involved in many of the projects for the year which included:
• For the second year, TAP co-ordinated beach cleans across Arran that contributed to the
Marine Conservation Society's Great British Beach Cleans.
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•
•

•

Information from beach cleans helps demonstrate that plastic waste is a significant issue in
the seas around Great Britain and is the data used to urge governments to take action.
TAP has used funding gained from North Ayrshire Council's community grants scheme to
establish a loan scheme for glasses that can be used by any Arran organisation as an
alternative to plastic tumblers.
TAP has also purchased a number of litter pickers, again funded by a community grant.
They will be available from a number of sites across Arran for groups organising litter
picking events.

Developments
Arran Eco Savvy has invited all our members and stakeholders to seriously consider which
environmental projects should be developed. However, developing projects is an art that takes
time, expertise and energy to ensure they are the right projects at the right time with the right
resources. The Board recognised that a substantial piece of work was needed quickly, to develop a
project or projects that can be resourced, that meet the needs and wishes of the community and
are likely to succeed. Even with all the voluntary hours that Eco Savvy Trustees, staff, members
and volunteers normally put in, Eco Savvy needed some additional focused help to assess our
direction through consultation with the ongoing focus of Waste, Food, Energy, Transport, Climate
literacy and Carbon Reduction. We took the decision to allocate a small budget for a 3-month
consultancy and Esther Brown had the skills and expertise to deliver this. Trustees do not receive
remuneration or benefits for their work however, Charity Commission guidance confirmed that it
was a reasonable course of action to appoint Esther on a short term basis because the consultancy
work was additional to normal Trustee responsibilities.
Thanks to Esther for stepping in at short notice and to Project Sub Group members.
Thanks also to two student volunteers Bethany Walsh and Jess Wise who helped us with a survey.
Aim: to identify members priorities for the charity, and Arran’s sustainable direction with a focus
on four areas – waste, travel, energy and food and to develop a project or projects that had the
potential to deliver on the prioritised areas. By identifying the potential projects that contribute
best to the aim of reducing carbon and work towards a sustainable island and stopping climate
change, we aim to work with the community to develop projects that best suit Arran and are of
most benefit to the residents.
Process
In developing new projects we used feedback from events in 2019 that gave us the key topics of
waste food travel and energy. In each topic area suggestions for projects came from the
community through numerous events with different subjects across the topics. Through a process
of elimination, we initially narrowed this down to 16 subjects and projects, and reduced this again
to 8 potential projects in November to examine in more depth in the workshop and the survey.
There were potential projects that were not included in the survey due to them being reliant on
delivery partners or unable to proceed at this stage (but when constraints are lifted may be
included in future developments).
Selection Criteria
● Will the project have a significant effect on Climate Change?
● Does it suit and benefit our community here on Arran?
The full report and findings can be viewed here What's Next in 2020? – Arran Eco Savvy Community
Highlights
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Findings and feedback from the survey and previous four events were presented to attendees of a
steering group on new project direction. Members were asked to choose their top three in each
topic. 8 members, volunteers and trustees participated.
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This group identified the top four over all in each topic as priorities for Eco Savvy in no particular
order.

Of the sixteen selected, two have been implemented already: Lift Share – launched in
December and Tool Libraries for bike repairs
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What’s Next Workshop
10th January 2020
Selection Criteria
Participants were asked for Pros and Cons, Suggestions and Comments. They were asked to indicate
their support for the individual projects.
“Will the project have a significant effect on Climate Change & does it suit and benefit our
community here on Arran? “
Projects Considered
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Findings
Results from the consultations asking attendees to rank their preferred projects:

30 participants in the workshop and online survey. Each had eight votes to cast across the eight
projects.

Results from the vote: Table showing support

These findings showed overall support for the topic of renewable energy. Garden sharing, Cycle
paths and infrastructure have significant support. Circular Economy and Sharing skills and tools
also gained considerable votes.
Next Steps
A summary of the consultation was shared and the options appraisal of each project was analysed.
The pros and cons were accessed through this process along with risk, timeline, cost/income and
effort with the board contributing to the appraisal.
A steering group for specific projects was formed to take forward and invite members to take part
in further development in more specific workshops. These allowed the chosen topics to be looked
at in detail, historical work to be reviewed, and opportunities and constraints to be considered.
Outcomes
As a result:
●
●
●
●

Scottish Land Fund: The projects with the most support in the consultation event did not require
land purchase at this stage.
Renewable energy proposals were drafted
Progress for new projects in 2020 is very positive, applications for further funding have been
made in ‘food’ and “travel’
an unexpected and excellent outcome was that Donald McNicol decided to become a new coopted Trustee!
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Renewable Energy Subgroup Report 2019-2020
Funding applications were developed and submitted as follows: Community Owned Renewable Energy (CARES) invited us to submit an application for an
Enablement Grant to carry out a feasibility study and community consultation in relation to a
Anaerobic Digestion Community energy project. Chris Grainger and Esther Brown drafted an
application for consideration by trustees before submission.
https://www.localenergy.scot/funding/enablement-grant/
●

A draft project proposal for an island wide renewable energy study was submitted. The
headline news was that they couldn’t fund such a wide project however opened up the
possibility for a local energy plan at the end of the year. https://www.localenergy.scot/what-islocal-energy/local-energy-plans/

●

Another proposal for something specific and achievable was developed. Renewable energy for
community & commercial buildings that would enable Arran to use more renewable energy; A
community share model to put solar panels on non-domestic roofs was the project identified for
further work. This project also received the second highest number of votes in the initial
findings of the ‘What’s Next?” event indicating members support of the development of this
project.

●

Community Share Project Following a conference call with CARES in February it was clear that a
community share style project for solar was recommended.

●

Governance & Community Shares Following attendance at the Community Share Scotland (CSS)
training day in Maybole on Tue 25th a Community Benefit Society (also known as a Bencom)
was recommended to be the correct governance model by Esther Brown and Mikey Stewart
(with a background in renewable finance and who had shown considerable interest in getting
involved).

●

Steering Group A small working AES Sub group consisting of Esther Brown, Donald McNicol,
Chris Grainger and Mikey Stewart was formed to develop the project utilising a work platform to
share documents and communicate more effectively.

●

Financial Model An industry standard comprehensive financial model for a community share
project was developed by the AES Energy sub group, This model, with additional data and
costs, was key to decision making.

●

Existing Successes & Viability A considerable number of community solar share groups were
identified that informed the project development. One major difference between these earlier
projects and the AES project, was the ending of the Feed In Tariff and it was unclear whether
the AES project would be viable financially without it. By using the financial model the Energy
Sub group were able to work towards confirming this one way or the other.

●

Locations Five potential sites were considered in depth by the sub group for their suitability for
the project. E.g. they identified main incoming cables, detailed meter data, took pictures and
measurements and assessed the potential of buildings and outdoor spaces. The financial model
was updated including the new knowledge.
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Expressions of Interest (EOI’s)
In July 2020 the energy subgroup submitted EOIs for four proposed projects.
1. A Solar PV scheme on the sports hall roof of the Auchrannie to provide the electrically heated
Spa hotel with a renewable source.
2. Solar PV and wood chip heating in Montrose house, Brodick. Generating renewable heat and
energy for our local care home.
3. A wood chip district heating scheme that would be for the Arran Development Trust new
affordable housing in Lamlash.
4. Hydro schemes in the Merkland Wood north of Brodick and Allt Dhepin Burn above Whiting Bay.
From this list our development officer at CARES, advised which options had the best possibility of
success and carried the least risk. As this is our first venture into this area as an organisation, the
need to build capacity and experience is essential. Taking on the largest and most challenging
project first is not ideal.
Successful funding October 2020
After considerable evaluation the Scottish Government ‘Community And Renewable Energy Scheme’
invited us to submit an application for the Solar PV project on the sports hall roof of the Auchrannie
and we very excited to have successfully received an offer of funding. This will be managed by
Local Energy Scotland and is for a 60% capital grant and a further £24k enablement grant.
This funding will provide technical, legal and commercial support. It will allow us to negotiate a grid
connection and provide the resources to set up a new Community Benefit Society.
This will be the first community owned renewable energy on Arran and we hope the first of many.
It has the potential to be a template for other high energy buildings on Arran to reduce their carbon
emissions and help build a community benefit fund that can progress other environmental work.
Project proposal 4: The Hydro Scheme: Following detailed criteria as a guide, and considering
the undersea cable constraints, we are not able to progress the hydro schemes now. The output
from these schemes would have to be connected to the grid and without the Feed in Tariff or FiT
support are not economically viable. We have also ruled them out at this point because their capital
cost is roughly 4 times higher than solar PV.
Project Proposals 2 and 3: Woodchip Heating: The new affordable housing is not yet in
construction and North Ayrshire Council, who own and run the Montrose House care home, are not
keen to continue. They feel the upheaval and risks particularly at this time are too much, but stress
they are open to other sites and do want to work with us and collaborate when we find the right
building and technology.
Project Proposal 1 Solar PV: Why did we choose the Auchrannie?
An overview of our criteria:
● A scheme that is financially sound
● A proven technology,
● A building with a constant and reliable energy use
● An owner who is keen.
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The Capital Grant will mean this project has a considerable cushion.
The size and type of roof on the Auchrannie sports hall is good and the building is heated
electrically so it has a high energy demand.
The Auchrannie board has helped us get to this point and are very supportive. We have not
submitted our final proposals for the Auchrannie Board to approve yet. The final financial model is
not complete, but the Board has helped us make considerable progress identifying the various
factors in this project. The Solar PV on the sports hall with the Auchrannie does fulfil all of our
criteria and it is a scheme that could go ahead very soon.
So Where are we now?
The award of £24,000 for the enablement grant has meant we have started to get the professional
support we need.
• A key factor is the date for completion at the end of March 2021 which is undoubtedly
ambitious.
• The first significant step will be the grid connection fee. This could be a considerable cost and
until we have negotiated this with SSE, we can't firm up any other figures.
• Planning permission and Building Warrants have been submitted and are expected by midJanuary.
• The professional Technical and Commercial reviews were awarded to Locogen and are
underway.
• The Business plan is in draft but needs the financial model, commercial and technical reviews to
be finalised before it is completed.
• We are working with Community Share Scotland to develop the share offer document and when
this is ready it will be launched. This will explain in detail what the returns will be, how much
the community fund will receive and what agreement we will have with the Auchrannie.
• The Contract awarded to CMS for legal support to arrange the Power Purchase Agreement and
lease documents.
• The new Bencom ‘rules’ are complete and have been sent off for registration.
No Capital Grant will be awarded until the conditions of the Enablement grant are met and break
points are past. This funding must be spent by the end of March 2021 meaning the panels need to
be installed before then. This will be a fast-paced project.
The benefits of all types of community owned renewable schemes are both for residents, the
shareholders and Arran as a whole. The aim is to Stop Climate Change by enabling investment in
renewable energy. Those of us who understand the need to move to renewable energy will know it
is key to tackling climate change. Carbon produced from energy use is one of the highest causes of
emissions. Both domestic and commercial heating is up there at the top of the list. We can't all
have solar panels on our roofs and some of us may have savings that are not acquiring much
interest currently in the bank. Investing in community renewables can give better returns while
supporting community projects continue further work towards stopping climate change.
Community Owned Renewable energy can be a part of the Green Recovery that is happening across
the globe. If Arran can start to move towards more innovative, proven and inspiring ways to work
together then the benefit will be for everyone in our community. Green tourism is also an important
consideration, helping to keep jobs and improving Arrans general green credentials. Green Recovery
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is our best way forward in these uncertain times and every project counts in our ability to balance
the environment and economy.
Circular Economy
Eco Savvy was running a Circular Economy project that aimed to help understand how, where &
when food waste is generated & disposed of, & if it can contribute to a sustainable Circular
Economy for Arran. Eco Savvy and Visit Arran worked closely with Arran’s hospitality sector and
householders, to gather information to feed into a waste baseline;
● Topolytics will use this data to map live waste streams.
● The Academic partners at Strathclyde University provided expertise on the development of the
sustainable supply chain design using industrial and commercial waste, to examine the
operational, environmental and economic performance of various waste processing choices.
● It was hoped that this work would provide a catalyst to change the dynamics of waste
management on Arran.
Unfortunately, due to changes in Strathclyde University's ability to fulfil their part of the project and
the effects of the global pandemic this project has not concluded in the final report we had
expected. The Arran business community and Zero Waste Scotland had intended to hold circular
economy workshops to further progress possibilities on Arran but these were cancelled in March
2020 as the global pandemic began to take hold. To find out more about the Circular Economy
project, click here.

Future plans
The challenges posed by Coronavirus Covid 19 have undoubtedly impacted on engagement with our
stakeholders from April 2020. However, the Trustees are keen to build upon the excellent work
that is being delivered via the second year of the Sustainable Island Life project, our Development
Research Project and Community Shop. We are seeking resources to help with the development,
planning and delivery of these as follows: We have submitted applications for four funds. One has not been successful. Three are currently
being considered:
Food
•
•

ScottishPower Foundation funding - £92k for 1 year for a Community Cafe, climate action
hub and garden share scheme. We are expecting a response in early January.
Green Health Development Fund: 1 year Partnership project to develop a Wild food trail for
foraging that will provide a blueprint for other trails on Arran to encourage active lifestyles,
improved food knowledge and uptake of healthy food. North Ayrshire Community Planning
Partnership - £9,726. Expecting a response in early January.

Travel
•
•
•

E-Bikes for Key Workers: Energy Saving Trust - £12k
Applied for 6 E-Bikes which will be dedicated for key/essential workers during Covid.
Expecting a response imminently.

We are currently actively working on further applications around sustainable food, developing our
sustainable travel and transport offering and two others that potentially could offer longer term
solutions to ensure greater security to developing and sustaining Eco Savvy’s community focused
environmental plans.
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